Letter from the Dean

Happy New Year! I am delighted to have this opportunity to update you on Faculty of Information Studies (FIS) activities. The Faculty is currently exploring a joint degree program with the Faculty of Law (MIST/JD), with an expected proposal moving through University governance before Summer 2002. Alumni may be particularly interested in a new Graduate Diploma of Advanced Study in Information Studies which the Faculty hopes to have approved by the Ontario Council on Graduate Schools (OCGS), and in place for first enrolment in September, 2002. This Graduate Diploma is a post-master’s diploma for practitioners who wish to advance their professional standing, to develop a specialization, or to redirect their career. For more information, please contact Associate Dean Joan Cherry (cherry@fis.utoronto.ca).

Moving from programs to persons, the Faculty is pleased to welcome Professor David Modjeska as a member of regular full-time faculty. Professor Modjeska’s research is in the area of information visualization. For a second consecutive year, the Faculty’s total research funding has exceeded the $1 million mark, and includes competitive grants from national and international agencies. The Faculty is fortunate to have a growing and highly supportive base of alumni/ae. Recognizing the importance of “keeping connected”, FIS has begun hosting a series of “getting re-acquainted” teas. On behalf of the Faculty, I extend an immense and heartfelt “thank-you” to the Ontario Library Association for its generous donation to create a FIS A boriginal Student Scholarship. With matching from the University, the Faculty is well on its way to meeting the target of endowed scholarships to fund aboriginal students in the MIST degree program. The Faculty is also committed to increasing student education access through other scholarship initiatives described elsewhere in this newsletter. I ask you to consider contributing to a FIS scholarship that best reflects your commitment to the importance of educating the next generation of information professionals.

I extend to the many friends of the Faculty warmest wishes for a healthy and personally satisfying 2002!

Message from the Alumni Association President

Starting the New Year with a goal always feels good. To greet the year with a new and updated issue of the Newsletter, both in electronic and paper format, will again be the link between us. We plan more issues than before. But it will not only be communication from FIS to you, but we also hope from you to FIS. We invite you to tell us what you want to read, need to know and what you wish to share with your community.

During the past months in my role as President of the FIS Alumni Association (FISAA) I was able to get reacquainted with the Student Council and sit in on one of their meetings – just as it was during the past months.

~ See MESSAGE: Page 5 ~

Scholarship Challenge

Do you remember the debts you had while going through university? Were you a scholarship recipient? Do you want to help current and future students complete their education? Well, you can … and connect with your classmates too!

A Scholarship Challenge to fund 3 new faculty Ontario Graduate Scholarships (OGS) has been issued. Each scholarship will pay out $15,000 to a top FIS student! Even more outstanding than that is how little we need to raise to achieve that payout. Your donation will be leveraged five times through not only a University of Toronto matching program, but also an Ontario Government matching program.

~ See SCHOLARSHIP: Page 3 ~
his past fall Dean Lynne Howarth (MLS ’78, PhD ’90) and Toronto Public Libraries, City Librarian Jo Bryant (BA ’69, BLS ’70, MLS ’74) were delighted to initiate a series of “Alumni Teas”. Held in the Dean’s Conference Room, these afternoon teas have been very well attended and talked about.

As a faculty we have been very remiss in maintaining contact with our alumni, and thought what better way to welcome everyone back than with a visit to the faculty for afternoon tea. A lot has changed in the course of the faculty’s evolution – as information usage and importance has changed the faculty has modified its approach and focus, thus ensuring that its graduates are always at the leading edge of the field. Over time, however, because of these changes we have lost touch with a lot of the earlier graduates. These teas are the first in several attempts to reintegrate the alumni and faculty. The primary focus of the teas has not been to solicit alumni for funds, rather, to establish a dialogue and camaraderie between the faculty and its history.

To make sure that we had an opportunity to actually chat with each of the attending alumni/ae, we restricted the number of invitations per tea to 130 Toronto area alumni/ae. We also grouped the invitations by graduating year – starting with the graduates from 1939 and working our way up to 1964.

Unfortunately, our first tea was scheduled for September 11th; however, the events of that day didn’t stop some very indomitable graduates! We had a marvellous visit. We have had several more since then – all a resounding success! The stories, and life experiences of our graduates are outstanding – from international travels and library work abroad, to marriages and great-grandchildren. Numerous alumni/ae have had articles published, others are contributors to innumerable books and reference materials. We also heard about the ExLibris Association, and hope to work with them in the near future. All in all, these teas have been a “smashing success”.

We have suspended the afternoon teas for the season; however, we look forward to reinitiating them again in the future. In the meantime, we would love to hear from you, and, in fact we are looking into trying to get some of your great stories into the newsletter!
Shadowing Our Professionals

This past year, many of you responded enthusiastically to the Faculty of Information Studies Alumni Association’s (FISSA’s) request for professionals to participate in our Job Shadowing Program. This annual event takes FIS students into libraries, information centres and archives for a half-day or a full day to observe the life of an information professional at work. This year had our largest participation to date, with over 80 matches being made. This year was the first that a feedback survey was sent out to all participants (both professionals and students) on how the program could be improved. Overall, people thought the program was of great benefit to both parties. Several professionals requested more information be made available to them prior to the shadowing appointment, so that they could better organize their day. A result of this feedback, next year FISSA will be implementing an online information section on their section of the FIS Web site. The information section will include areas such as:

- A list of possible activities;
- Requirements of the host and student;
- Examples of how the day could go, structurally;
- Goals of the job shadowing program; and Suggested preparation time for both parties.

As we start 2002 FISSA will once again be inviting you to set aside a few hours to show one or more students the ropes. You can provide students with valuable insight into professional practice by having them observe your workplace, by explaining how your day is organized, by outlining your responsibilities and by giving them a feel for life on the job. If you would like to be personally notified via email once the information is ready, please contact Tracey Palmer at:

traceypalmer_mist@yahoo.com.

Happy Shadowing.

Notes from Past-President, Jennifer McNenly M.A., M.L.S ’93

The highlight of 2000-2001 was our special alumni dinner held June 4, 2001. Though all alumni were invited, there was a special effort to welcome those of you from our honoured graduating years, those years ending in ‘1 and ‘6. We were very fortunate to have Shahla Aly as our guest speaker for the event. As Vice President, Communications Sector, IBM Canada and a member of the Dean’s Advisory Committee, Ms. Aly gave an interesting talk on the future of e-business. Special thanks to Factiva and Information Highways, who were our sponsors for the event.

One of responsibilities of the Alumni Association is to award the Jubilee A wards to a distinguished alumnus/a and an outstanding student each year. The FIS Alumni Jubilee A ward for 2001 was presented to Stephen Aram of IHS Group and the Student Jubilee A ward went to Brian Vetruba.

The Shadowing Program was again a great success this past year. Thanks to efforts of Tracey Palmer over 80 employers agreed to take on students and let them “shadow” real information professionals for a day.

Scholarship Challenge

We envisioned this challenge to be between the most recent graduation decades ... the 70’s versus the 80’s versus the 90’s (but it doesn’t have to be restricted to those years!) With the completion of any groups’ $50,000 pledge a scholarship can be named. The Class of 1980 – 89 Ontario Graduate Scholarship looks good, but would T he Class of 1993 Ontario Graduate Scholarship look better? (it is entirely feasible for a single class to fund one of these scholarships)

If you are worried that a $50,000 donation goal is unattainable here’s a quick breakdown: the classes of 1990 – 1999 have 898 graduates ... that’s only $56 per graduate! the class of 1968 (why restrict it to the last 3 decades?) has 179 graduates ... that’s only $280 per graduate!

But wait, it gets better ... you have from now until December 2004 to complete payments on your pledge! In the case of the class of 1968, that means less than $8 per month. When else have you be able to pay $8/mth and be guaranteed a gift of $15,000? W e are looking for some class leaders to help kick-start this challenge. If you are interested in leading a group or class in this challenge, or simply wish to donate, please contact Richard Bowring, 416-978-3934 or bowring@fis.utoronto.ca.

Finally, I would like to introduce the members of this past year’s executive. First, a special thank you to our ex-officio members Karen Merville, Richard Bowring and Dean Lynne Howarth from the Faculty. The FISA A Executive for 2000-2001 included Cynthia Penman (Secretary), Stephanie Walker (Treasurer), Wibeke Smythe (Vice-President), directors Helen Katz, Paul Takala, Tracey Palmer and H eidi Stock and student representatives Pat Micks and Lloyd Mbabu.
Established in 1989, the Arbor Award was created to recognize and celebrate the outstanding contributions of alumni to the development and promotion of the University of Toronto. In recent years, it has been expanded to include the generous commitments of time, energy and expertise of friends of the university. The following are the honoured recipients of the 2001 Arbor Awards.

GARY ANDERSON – the Regional Manager, Service Delivery Development & Innovation Directorate, Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC) - Ontario Region, has promoted the Knowledge Management training and research available at the Faculty of Information Studies to HRDC Ontario Region, as well as to other provinces across Canada. He has been a key player in supporting Faculty and student research, which has resulted in the innovative design of a Community-Centred Knowledge Audit Framework – a significant contribution to the theory of Knowledge Management. Gary’s dedication and foresight have greatly benefited the Faculty.

JENNIFER MCNENLY, BA ’90 MLS ’93 – a librarian at the Canadian Institute of International Affairs, Jennifer is a member and past President of the FIS Alumni Association Executive (1996 – 2001), was a member of the Council of Presidents (1998 – 2000) and College of Electors (1998). Jennifer has maintained her interest and involvement in the student and alumni life of the Faculty to the benefit of us all.

JOE MOLNAR, BA Sc ’72 – the former Vice-President, Information Knowledge Management at the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, and now President & Owner of EastCurve Inc., is also the Chair of the Dean’s Advisory Board. Joe has actively promoted the Knowledge Management Program initiatives at the FIS to a number of consulting and private sector companies. Joe’s vision and dedication will assist us in continuing to surge forward as a leader in information management.

LORNA ROSENSTEIN – the former General Manager of Lotus Development Canada, and the 1998 recipient of Chatelaine’s “Woman of Influence” Award is a strong advocate of women in the workforce, and in technology in particular. As the Honourary Chair of the Faculty of Information Studies’ Campaign, she has made it her goal to ensure gender equity in the information technology field. In addition to her work with the Faculty, she is also a Director, Canadian Alliance Against Software Theft [CA A ST]. On the non-technological side Lorna is the President of Gilda’s Club – a support centre for the families of ovarian cancer patients. She is also an active member of Vision Quest – an annual conference bringing together researchers and vision care specialists from 30 countries to exchange leading-edge thinking on the causes and treatment of retinal eye diseases. FIS is delighted to have a woman of her enthusiasm and devotion supporting our program.

MICHAEL WOODS, LLB ’76 – has been instrumental in promoting the Faculty’s Knowledge Management Initiatives within the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT) and other federal government agencies. He was the catalyst in arranging the partnership between FIS, the University of Buffalo, and the Canadian Consul-General in Buffalo to develop the Canada-USA Border Portal – a project to facilitate cross-border information exchange between the academic and business communities, as well as the citizens of Canada and the U.S. To paraphrase Michael, he is the waiter that sets the table from which the government and faculty have created the dining experience. We thank him for this experience, and are looking forward to dessert.

Joe Molnar, Gary Anderson, Lynne Howarth, Wiebke Smythe, Jennifer McNenly, Michael Woods (Lorna Rosenstein not pictured)
Message from the Alumni Association President

~ Continued From Page 1 ~

How to get there.

When I graduated in ‘97, I never expected to return to FIS in any role but now I am and it is great to be back within the FIS community. I may just stay forever.

A s you begin 2002 with hope and good intentions, share your thoughts, triumphs and ideas with us. It will make the newsletter lively, exciting and everybody will want to read it.

Wiebke Smythe ’97

---

2001 Award/Scholarship Winners

Ontario Library Association
Anniversary Prize – BRIAN W VETRUBA
Douglas Armstrong Memorial Scholarship – SARAH W.S. MAK
Ontario Library Trustees Association Prize – GLENDA A. GARBUTT
Kathleen Reeves Memorial Award – CAROLYN P. ZIEGLER
Sheridan Park Association, Library and Information Science Committee Award – TRINA M. FOSTER
FIS Alumni Association Jubilee Award – STEPHEN K. ABRAM
William L. Graff Memorial Prize – DORCAS PEARSON-BOWLER
Rare Books and Manuscripts Award – SARAH K.M. BRADLEY
Toronto Area Archivists Group Award – SANDRA G. FERGUSON
Jane Prescott Memorial Prize – CANDICE C. DAHL
Gertrude M. Boyle Memorial Award in Cataloguing – GLENDA A. GARBUTT
Public Library Scholarship – MARK P. ROSE

Thank You to Our Donors

The students, faculty, and staff extend a very appreciative “Thank You” to all of the generous alumni/ae, friends, and corporate contributors who have supported the Faculty’s programmes, initiatives, and awards. We have tried to include all known donors who have made a pledge from July 2000 to November 2001; however, if we have omitted your name we sincerely apologize.

A lumni/ae from 1930 – 1939
O Marion Browne ’39
Marjory B George ’36 ’39
Muriel F Goodbrand ’39
Betty D Hardie ’39
Marjorie W Hobson ’38
A nn M MacLeod ’37
Katherine L Punch ’38
M.Jane T aylor ’36 ’39
A lumni/ae from 1940 – 1949
E Stanley Beacock ’47 ’69
Andrew H Clement ’49 ’64
Margaret E Cockshutt ’49 ’64
Mary Y Devo ’49
H Mavis Eastham ’47
A lumni/ae from 1950 – 1959
Pamela Hardisty ’47 ’54
Edith Jarvis ’43 ’55 ’64
Mary E Kemp ’48
Isabel F Knauss ’49
Lilly H Luoma ’45
V ernon S MacKevie ’46
Kathleen R Mathews ’40
A nita O McConnell ’43 ’64
Claire M Miller ’44 ’71
Frances Morrison ’47
June E M unro ’43 ’62 ’72
Beatrice Pickett ’48
Elizabeth S Pickett ’41
Eric J Spicer ’49
The Estate of Margaret Whitman ’43
A lumni/ae from 1950 – 1959
Per s R A bram ’52
Effie C Asbury ’56
Ruth L Benton ’51
Margaret Boyd ’56 ’79
R tvars Bregesis ’54
Barbara L Browning ’54
Elva Wynette Cameron ’55 ’75
Jean E Cawkwell ’53 ’85
Frances E Clee ’54
Ruth W Corner ’50
Susan Crawford ’50
Dorothy L Davies ’55
Joan Devlin ’50
Eleanor B Gilbert ’54 ’77
Margaret E Hastings ’54
Marion E Johnson ’58
Malva Cannins ’54 ’65
Ann E Keller ’54
R. Brian Land ’53 ’56
Hall M Lypka ’52
Helen A nne M cINTosh ’52
P atricia M cCrimmon ’52
Donald G Mutch ’57
Flora E Patterson ’57
Elizabeth A Pearson ’51
Paula M Preuthun ’56
Margaretta G A Rice ’58
William C Rudy ’58
Marie V Scheffel ’53

---

Essay What?

A university creative writing class was asked to write a concise essay containing these four elements: religion, royalty, sex, and mystery.

The prize-winning essay read:
“My God,” said the Queen.
“I’m pregnant. I wonder who did it?”

---

Message from the Alumni Association President ~ Continued From Page 1 ~

Looking back on my six years as a part-time student at FIS, the students do so much and time is stretched so thin. I met groups of retired librarians and alumni/ae from the earlier graduating classes at the Dean’s “A lumni Tea” – their life stories were so amazing we are trying to figure out a way of collecting them in a book. And I have been truly fortunate to have on the FISA A Executive a group of dynamic people, who know exactly where we need to go and

---

Thank You to Our Donors ~ Continued on Next Page ~
A lumi/ae from 1960 – 1969

Marie E Ash ’65
Joyce M Banks ’68
Robert G Bean ’61 ’72
J Merlyn Beeckmans ’62 ’77
A da Berti ’65
Theresa M Butcher ’64
Catherine M Cain ’68
Barbara J Cameron ’66
Mary Lou Dickinson ’65 ’76
Linda Claire Deterville ’66 ’74
Mavis O Cariou ’65 ’67
Barbara K Cameron ’66
Catherine M Cain ’68
Theresa M Butcher ’64
J Merlyn Beeckmans ’62 ’77
A da Berti ’65

Mavis O Cariou ’65 ’67
Barbara J Cameron ’66
Catherine M Cain ’68
Theresa M Butcher ’64
J Merlyn Beeckmans ’62 ’77
A da Berti ’65

J Merlyn Beeckmans ’62 ’77
A da Berti ’65
Theresa M Butcher ’64
Catherine M Cain ’68
Barbara J Cameron ’66
Mary Lou Dickinson ’65 ’76
Linda Claire Deterville ’66 ’74
Mavis O Cariou ’65 ’67
Barbara J Cameron ’66
Catherine M Cain ’68
Theresa M Butcher ’64

A lumi/ae from 1970 – 1979

Louise E Ave ’73
Sandra Aiston ’73
R A nne Bailey ’75
Mary Barnard ’70
Susan H Baumann ’70
Rita E Bloch ’78
Glenn J Bonnetta ’76
Margaret A Brennan ’73
A nne Brunner ’79
Bevery J Chataway ’77
Christopher Fournier Clapp ’72
F E Davidson-A mott ’70 ’74
Linda J Davis ’72
Eve M Dowie ’77
Brenda C Dupas ’75
Ian R Dutton ’79
D Louise Edwards ’70 ’86
Giuseppe A Ferrara ’77
Lynne Gibbon ’70
M Elizabeth Gibson ’77
Mavis E Gray ’72
Deirdre E Grimes ’79
Marilyn J Hernandez ’73
Jill T Hertzman ’74
Peggy W Ho ’76
Lynn C. Howarth ’73 ’90
Susan M Humphries ’70 ’76
Barbara E Irwin ’73
Helen G Kats ’75
Ruth M Kingma ’72
Frances O Krayewski ’76
Katherine L Kurceba ’77
Mary L Lamont ’79
Janice M Long ’70 ’76
M Joan Luszczek ’77
Clare-M arie Lyons ’74
Donna M M acDonald ’76

A lumi/ae from 1980 – 1989

Stephen K A bram ’80
Thomasin A dams-W ebber ’89
Claire Beaghtol ’81 ’91
Patricia L Belier ’80
Marjorie G Bethune ’89
Mary Bond ’85
Judith C Brown ’86
Donna M Burton ’80
Maria Cece ’89
A nna S Chan ’83
Joanne E Collingwood ’89
Jessie R Cox ’80
Marion J D’A mboise ’81
W endy A Davis ’80
Mary J Fisher ’82
A nnette Y Goldsmith ’83
Denise L Gordon ’87
Annette R Goldsmith ’83
Mary J Fisher ’82
A nnette Y Goldsmith ’83

A lumi/ae from 1990 – 1999

A ndrea A Itken ’90
Sandra E A llan ’90
B Lynn A ustin ’92
Linda M aureen Brownlee ’93
Caryl C Buchwald ’91 ’99
Michal A Calder ’90
Kumiko S hila C arleton ’93
Ryan G arrett C arpentier ’99
Kwok F ai Godfrey C heng ’97
Chun Wee Choo ’93
Usha G ovindarajan ’94
Michele H udon ’98
Sheila J L aCroix ’91
M ariko Lilliefeld ’95
Joan F enella M cCatty ’94
M artha N angalama ’95
Kirsti E lizabeth N ilsen ’97
John W Puusa ’91
C yrele Shoub ’90
N alini Singh ’98
Heidi St ock ’95
Esther W an ’91
Paul Yuen W an ’98
Eva P W u-m C ondon ’96
Sheila J Y ates ’92
Gaye Z ubatoff-L efebvre ’93

Friends of the Faculty of Information Studies
A bdurraoof Ghani
Linda L eff Karinsky
Lois M agaghay
Charles T M eadow
Ontario L ibrary A ssociation
(OL A)
Jean O rprwood
W yley L Powell
Sheridan P ark A ssociation
Barbara Shopland
Toronto A rea L ibrarians
( T A L A)
E nwright D Walker
Ethel W auster
Juris D ilievko
Diane H enderson
Oakland L ibrarians
Barbara Craig
Catherine A Harris
Jean K Howarth
Derric de Kercchove
Alumni Jubilee Award, 2002

Nominations Invited

Every year the FIS Alumni Association honours an alumna/us who has contributed to the profession and is a credit to their alma mater by presenting the Alumni Jubilee Award. FISAA is now seeking recommendations for the 2001 Award recipient. If you know of an alumna/us who would fit the criteria, please complete this form and return it to us. The Awards Committee looks at innovation and leadership in libraries, information management, professional organizations, publications, research or the community at large.

I nominate: ___________________________________________________

Because (attach additional documentation if desired):

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Signed: ________________________________________________________

Please return to Alumni Jubilee Award, FIS Alumni Association, Faculty of Information Studies, 140 St. George Street, Toronto, ON, M5S 3G6, [F] 416-978-5762, [E] melville@fis.utoronto.ca

---

In Memoriam

Pamela Manson-Smith '64 (nee Mitchell) died in Toronto at the beginning of April, 2001. Mrs. Manson-Smith was a long-time supporter of the Architecture Library at the University of Toronto.

Professor Mary Silverthorn (nee Gibb) died in Toronto May 3, 2001. Professor Silverthorn taught for numerous years here at the Faculty of Information Studies.

Wayne Richard Daniels '89 died following a courageous battle with cancer on August 18, 2001.

Ruth Ellen Konrad '47 (nee Bonwick) died on November 13, 2001 in St. John's, Newfoundland. Mrs. Konrad started her library career as one of the first librarians in Canada to serve an entire county - Kent, in southwest Ontario - by bookmobile. From 1953 to her retirement in 1971 she was the Chief Librarian for several Toronto western suburbs. A special collection of Canadian history, which she started, has been named after her at a Mississauga library. After moving to Newfoundland she wrote numerous articles for the Encyclopedia of Newfoundland and Labrador, and taught English to Chinese graduate students. In her 80's she co-prepared a 1991 engagement calendar based on the lives of Canadian historical figures in the Dictionary of Canadian Biography.

Is Your Will Working for You?

Have you made a will?
Have you reviewed your will in the past three years?
Have you recently been married, divorced or lost a spouse?
Become a parent or grandparent?
Acquired new assets by gift or inheritance?
Purchased or sold real estate?
Is the personal representative or executor named in your will still able and willing to perform this duty?
Have your charitable interests and intentions changed since you last reviewed your will?

If any of the above statements give you cause for consideration it may be time to revise or add a codicil to your will. If you are planning to make changes to your will, we invite you to consider including the University of Toronto as a beneficiary of your estate plan. To explore how this type of gift can have a lasting impact, please call us at (416) 978-3846 or write to us at:

OFFICE OF GIFT PLANNING
J. Robert S. Prichard Alumni House
21 King's College Circle
Toronto, Ontario M5S 3J3
Tel: 416-978-3846 Fax: 416-946-7574
Toll-free: 1-800-463-6048
Email: gift.plan@utoronto.ca
It may be several months away, but we have already started planning for our Spring Reunion festivities. The highlight will once again be the alumni dinner and guest speaker. The details need to be worked out, but we do know it will be at the Faculty Club on Friday June 7th. We have been able to secure a marvelous speaker for the dinner - The Honourable Barbara J. McDougall, PC, CFA, BA, Hon LLD, OC.

Mrs. McDougall, President and CEO of the Canadian Institute of International Affairs and an Officer of the Order of Canada, has served as a Member of Parliament for nine years and held several cabinet posts, including: Minister of State for Finance and the Status of Women, Minister of Employment and Immigration and Minister of External Affairs. Mrs. McDougall is also a 1960 University of Toronto graduate.

Mrs. McDougall is widely recognized for her expertise in international relations and is frequently invited by the media to comment on current events. Her extensive knowledge and interest in international policy has led her to sit as a Canadian representative to the Inter-American Dialogue in Washington, The International Crisis Group in Brussels, the International Advisory Board for the Council on Foreign Relations in New York, and as Chairperson of the Japan Society in Toronto.

The evening promises to be alive with memories and conversation. We'll keep you posted as details become finalized.

Maureen Kilgore (nee Cook) ’73 is in Cincinnati, working as a paralegal title searcher.

Alvan Bregman ’83, former FIS Registrar, is now a Rare Book Collections Librarian and Assistant Professor of Library Administration at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.

Ruth Russell ’60 ’74 was in Budapest this past fall doing library work.

Brian Cameron ’95 is now working at Ryerson Polytechnic University. He and his wife, Nicola W instanley, are happy to introduce their baby girl, Auden Jean Cameron, born June 2, 2001, http://bcameron.topcities.com/

Who's Doing What?...

The best part of a school newsletter is keeping up with the news from old classmates. If you’ve got a new job, retired from the one old, written a book, won an award or done any number of other interesting things, we’d love to hear from you. Use the following form to bring us up to date.

Name __________________________________
Graduation Year __________________________
New address? _____________________________

News?___________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________